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‘Vulture Funds’ DescendOn
Dying ThirdWorldEconomies
byDennis Small

vulture—n 1: any of various large raptorial birds . . . has already succeeded in winning just such a judgment. On
Sept. 12, a New York court ruled in favor of Kenneth Dart, ofthat subsist chiefly or entirely on carrion 2: a rapacious

or predatory person. Dart Container Corp., granting him a $700 million judgment.
Dart will have the right to start seizing Argentine assets at the—Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary
end of October.

Finance Minister Lavagna told a TV interviewer: “In thisArgentine Finance Minister Roberto Lavagna used the
high-profile forum of the annual meeting of the International particular case, it’s a vulture fund for $700 million. . . . These

funds that buy the bonds do it for no other reason than to sueMonetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank in Dubai, United Arab
Emirates, to unveil on Sept. 22 Argentina’s long-awaited pro- governments.” And Argentine President Ne´stor Kirchner told

his advisors, according to the dailyCları́n, that most of theposal to restructure some $94.3 billion in public debt, on
which the government had defaulted in December 2001. La- defaulted Argentine bonds have in fact been bought up by the

vulture funds, and that they paid an average 20 cents on thevagna’s proposed “solution” to the world’s longest-running
and biggest public debt default, was to write off 75% of the dollar for them.

In other words, their fulminations notwithstanding, thedebt’s face value, and service the remaining 25% somewhere
down the line. vultures stand to make a killing, even with Argentina paying

on only 25% of face value—let alone if they are able to collectHowls of outraged protest exploded from spokesmen for
Argentina’s international creditors, especially the speculatorsdollar-for-dollar.
widely referred to as “vulture funds,” which now hold most
of the defaulted bonds. “This is not a serious offer,” blusteredLaRouche: This Is Fascism

Informed of the Argentine developments, U.S. Presiden-Christian Stracke, head of emerging market research at Cred-
itSights. “Scandalous, offensive, morally unacceptable,” tial pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche denounced the vulture

funds—which typify a very large part of the global financialfumed Italian bondholder and lawyer Mauro Sandri, without
a trace of irony. system today—as being “fascists, just like those who put Hit-

ler in power. These bastards,” LaRouche elaborated, “careThen came the threats of legal action. “There is no way
Argentina will avoid going to court with this offer,” warned even less than President Bush for the stability of the system.

Now you’re looking at fascism in the face. And if you wantStracke. London’sFinancial Timesreported that “frustrated
Japanese investors are trying to seize government land in to characterize it, you would say about the vulture funds’

reaction, this gives you the mentality of the same kind ofArgentina’s Patagonia, and German investors are trying to
appropriate Argentine-embassy assets to recoup losses.” Ru- fascists who sacrificed the human race, including all those

who died eventually in Auschwitz. This is why people diedmors even began to swirl that the Argentine Presidential jet
would shortly be seized. in Auschwitz: because these vulture funds had to have a gov-

ernment which would do the kind of job they demand.”In fact, one vulture holding defaulted Argentine bonds
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set Argentina on the course of
submission to vulture economics
that it remains wedded to, to this
day.

Argentina Still Can’t Pay
Rhetoric aside, President

Kirchner has, in fact, never seri-
ously considered breaking with
the IMF. On Sept. 10, his govern-
ment struck an 11th hour deal
with the Fund, under which Ar-
gentina agreed to pay $2.9 billion
it owed the IMF. That amount had
come due on Sept. 9, and for one
day, Kirchner went into technical
default against the IMF, in search
of more “ lenient” terms under
which Argentina was to be raped
by its creditors.

“We were in default for more
than 24 hours,” Kirchner report-

The LaRouche Youth Movement organizes at the Economics Department of Buenos Aires edly told his closest advisors dur-
University; one sign reads, “ The IMF is a poison, LaRouche is the antidote.” ing a plane ride to New York on

Sept. 22. “ I could have fallen, but
had that happened, the whole IMF

would have fallen with me,” he blustered.As for the New York court finding in favor of Dart,
LaRouche noted that it clearly goes beyond the court’s juris- Kirchner was referring to the widely known fact that a

default against the IMF or the World Bank, as opposed to adiction and competence, to assess the value of debts owed by
a sovereign state. This stinks of Teddy Roosevelt’s “Gunboat mere private lender, is capable of bringing down the entire

international financial system. Such a default could proveDiplomacy” to collect the debt, LaRouche concluded.
The Argentina case is in fact typical of the entire global contagious with other countries, including neighboring Bra-

zil, which has a public debt about twice the size of Argenti-financial bubble: None of the debt can actually be paid, and
the only real policy issue is whether to put people’s welfare na’s. As an Argentine Finance Ministry source told La Nación

newspaper, the possibility of an eventual Brazilian debt de-before the debt—as LaRouche demands—or to try desper-
ately to maintain the illusion that the debt is somehow still fault “ is on a lot of people’s minds.” Any such sovereign

default against the IMF would likely lead to a downgradingperforming, no matter what the human cost. In that latter
camp, the vultures are gaining ground against those who are of its credit rating, and that could mean the effective bank-

ruptcy of the IMF itself, and of the entire IMF system.still trying to maintain “stability,” and revive the corpse of
the world financial system, if need be by swallowing sizeable On Sept. 10, Kirchner chose to defend that system, and

struck a deal with the IMF, which, he was told, was a prerequi-debt write-downs. The vultures prefer to descend on the body
now, and be first to pick over the bones. For them, it’s every site for negotiating a write-down of the $94.3 billion in pri-

vately held government bonds. The IMF, in turn, was pres-vulture for himself, and the devil take the hindmost.
Argentina, of course, had a choice: to go the LaRouche sured by the Bush Administration to be “ lenient” with

Argentina, since the stability of the entire global system wasroute, or to become an economic cadaver. The country
reached that fork in the road back in December 2001, when considered a higher priority than collecting every penny—at

least for now. As an unnamed Bush Administration sourceinterim President Adolfo Rodrı́guez Saa announced to a
cheering Congress that he would stand up to the country’s soberly told the daily Cları́n: “Nobody wanted Argentina to

again go into default with an international institution.”creditors, and declared a foreign debt moratorium on the spot.
But Rodrı́guez Saa was unable to rally sufficient support, The IMF thus agreed to Argentina producing a 2004 Pri-

mary Budget Surplus, or PBS (with which to pay the publicdomestically and internationally, for this courageous ap-
proach, and Argentina’s frightened political class and other debt) of “only” 3% of GDP—whereas the country’s more

rapacious creditors had been demanding Brazil-style levelsinstitutions allowed him to be toppled on Jan. 1, 2002. This
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